With the continuous research and development of smart grid and energy Internet, as well as the rapid construction of power transmission and transformation equipment in various places, the amount of data collected from the equipment is also increasing. To dig out the effective information must be to ensure the accuracy of the data. However, large data set must contain erroneous or abnormal data. The traditional method cannot handle the big data anomaly detection well. Therefore, this paper presents anomaly detection based on association rules and clustering algorithms. The association rules are used to find out the sequences with relevance in the dataset. Then the FCM algorithm are used to separate the abnormal data into a sensor abnormal that can be cleaned and a device abnormality that cannot be cleaned. For the correlation sequence, the sensor anomaly and the device abnormality are found by the method of association and clustering, then early warning and maintenance advice are given.
Introduction
With the development of big data mining and analysis in power system, the research methods involved should be based on the ideal and reliable data. However, due to the fact that the data which power system transmission and distribution equipment monitor are complex and diverse, there will be missing and inconsistent data problems and other issues [1] [2] [3] [4] . In data processing, these data are generally referred to as "dirty data". The conclusions drawn from "dirty data" do not have any reference value. It can be seen that these "dirty data" need to be processed and cleaned before the data can be analyzed.
In the field of power system, due to the characteristics of the data which power system transmission and distribution equipment monitor, i.e., large amount of data and the diversity of data types, there must be a certain correlation between different data sets from the perspective of big data [5] . Therefore, the application of association rule in data cleaning is of great significance. In [6] , the association rule is used in fault evaluation of power transformer. The innovation of this paper is introducing the gray evaluation method, and applying new dynamic value to the correlation coefficient in gray evaluation method. [7] is forecasting and analyzing cities' electric power load based on the association rule. The advantage of this paper is that it adapts to the periodic and stochastic characteristics of power system load variation, so that the analysis and arrangement of massive data are realized.
With the construction and development of smart grid, the quality and accuracy of power transmission and distribution equipment monitoring data are becoming more and more demanding. Also, data cleaning is becoming more and more important in the analysis and prediction of the power system's operating state [8] . In [9] , center clustering method is used to detect and characterize the anomaly data in time series. It proposed using a spatial and temporal clustering to analyze the structure of each window, and considering the abnormal degree of each sub-sequence. In [10] , anomaly data is detected and cleaned by sparse representation. The innovation lies in the ability to capture variable relationships and time-domain correlations without assuming that any model signals are generated. In [11] , support vector machine is used to detect and process the data anomalies collected by the nuclear power plant. This method has the advantages of improving the detection rate of the multiple anomaly detection algorithm to the noise and reducing the false alarm rate.
In summary, anomaly detection of monitoring data has the following problems: it cannot find the exact exception point; there is a high false alarm rate; it cannot determine whether the abnormal points reflect the abnormal condition of power equipment. This paper proposes a new method of anomaly data detection based on association rules and clustering algorithm. First, Apriori algorithm is used for calculating the association relationship of monitoring data. The variables with strong correlation are extracted. Then, fuzzy clustering method is used to detect the anomaly degree of each time series. At last, four types of abnormal data are classified which are in contribution for detecting the condition of power transformer. If the abnormal operation situation are reflected by the anomaly detected, early warning and maintenance advice are given.
Association Analysis of Time Series

Symbolic process of time series
Online monitoring data of power transmission equipment is of value type, but the Apriori algorithm for mining association rules is of Boolean type. In the need for make the data available for Apriori algorithm, the symbolic process like linear fitting and normalization of data has to be made. The trend value of data falls between [-1,1], so that wo can make the symbolic process after the standardization of trend value. Assume two time series x1 and x2, the symbolic process is shown in Tab. 1.
Tab.1 The symbolic process of time series x 1 and x 2
The range of trend value
Through this process, the input data can be transferred from value type to Boolean type. The basic items of two sub sequences at the same period can be combined to form a thing such as {1b2a}. All of things can make a set called I.
Apriori algorithm is used for the S to get the association rules between basic items so that the trend of multi-dimensional time series can be detected.
Association rules of time series
Association rules between two time series can be measured based on the coefficients like support value, confidence value and interest degree.
In section 2.1, we assume that I represents the set of items 
The confidence value means the probability of B are included in the event D which includes item A. The calculating format is
The interest degree reflects the correlation degree of item A and B as follows.
Based on the coefficients of items of sequences, the support value and confidence value of the whole time series X and Y can be calculated. Assume that ii AB  is the rules which meet the conditions that interest degree above 1, 
In this paper, the procedure to calculate the association rules for the time series are shown as fig.1 . Sliding window are used for the sub sequences of time series and then the symbolic process are made to get the items of trend values. Noise are removed from the original data and this procedure are available to many online monitoring data like oil gas, core grounding current and so on. Apriori algorithm is used for the items to get the support value and confidence value of the whole time series.
Case of two time series
The data of oil gas monitoring device in Shandong Province are used for the case study. The two time series of C 2 H 4 and oil temperature are shown in Fig.2a . We make several sliding windows of the whole time series and symbolic process are used in each subsequence in sliding windows. So the continuous points are transferred into segments which exactly show the trend of the subsequences. And the trend can be separated as rise, gentle and fall. The results and symbolic items of time series after linear fitting are shown in Fig. 2b The strong correlation of the two time series of C 2 H 4 and oil temperature can be directly seen in Fig. 2 . The support and confidence value of items calculated in Tab. 2 are in consist of the results in Fig.2 . Based on the format (4-5), the total interest degree of the whole time series is 3.3710 that is definitely high. So we can get the conclusion that the two time series has strong correlation.
Clustering Method and the Anomaly Detection
The clustering algorithm
We use furry clustering method (FCM) to detect the anomaly of time series. Assume that the time series 12 , , , p X x x x   is with the length p. Let the sliding window with length q and step size r to separate the whole time series into n subsequences [12] .
The FCM uses the objective function to get the membership degree of cluster center, in order to decide the category of values and achieve the goal of classifying. Assume there are c () cn  clustering centers 12 
Mis the fuzzy coefficient and is Euclidean distance. The objective function J is in respond with the two function below. can be calculated below [13] .
|| X ||
The value 12 ,, n E E E …, can be the anomaly degree of the original time series.
Procedure of anomaly detection
The anomaly situation of online monitoring data can be separatedinto five types: error data, missing values, abnormal points caused by interference and high frequency oscillation caused by communication noise [14] . The three types of the anomaly can reflect the abnormal operation situation of power equipment so that we should detect these anomaly. The procedure is as follows. The time series with strong correlation has to be considered at the same time in the anomaly detection process. If abnormal points occur in most of the related time series, then we consider that it should be caused by the abnormal operation situations of the power equipment. This result makes an warning alarm and we should check the equipment in time.
Case Study
The online monitoring data of Shandong Province are used for case study. The original data include oil gas and oil temperature of power transformers.
Case one
We take the single dimensional time series of partial discharge for example. The anomaly degree of the original time series after clustering process are shown in Fig. 4 . We can read from the figure that there are one anomaly degree with a definitely high value. This means the anomaly may be the type of error data or missing data and the wave go back to normal situation after the data cleaning method. 
Case two
In section 2.3, We have conclusion that the time series of C 2 H 4 and oil temperature have strong correlation. So in this section the two time series are considered together for anomaly detection. In Fig. 6 , we found two areas that abnormal situation occur. In Area II, there are a larger amount of abnormal points in both time series of C 2 H 4 and oil temperature. Due to the strong correlation of the two time series, the anomaly occurring at the same time should not be the coincidence. These may be caused by change of operation situations of power transformer. So we make the early warning of transformer's condition and give the advice that maintenance should be carried out in time.
In Area I, there are several abnormal points in just one time series of C 2 H 4 which meet the character of error data. So we get the conclusion that this situation don't correspond to the condition of transformer.
Conclusions
Association rules in this paper are used to unearth the relationship of respective variables among complex data types. Then the links between time series of those variables are established which contribute to the final anomaly detection. According to the correlation between the time series and the anomaly degree, the abnormal data types are classified. Three abnormal types reflect the abnormal situation while one abnormal type is conducive to detect the condition of transformer. After the conclusion of anomaly detection, the maintenance advice can be given to the staff in substation. The dimension of time series in this paper is not above five. To get higher dimensional time series, future work has to be researched.
